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Mixed Feelings Mark May Graduation
Sad, excited, nervous. These are some of the feelings expressed 
by this year’s graduates as they prepare to leave LGS and 
transition to high school. 

One of our graduates has been enrolled at LGS since 
kindergarten; others have been at LGS less than two years. Their 
favorite subjects range from math and science to reading and 
social studies.

The one thing they all have in common? They will miss their 
friends and their time together in fun class activities, on field 
trips, or simply playing cards.

Linden Grove School’s highly personalized instruction and 
supports prepare students for success in high school — and 
beyond. Read more inside . . .

Members of LGS’s Class of 2019 from top, clockwise: Leah Dorizas, Soren Stout, Max Rauch, Jackson Ramsey.
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Cultivating Skills and Behaviors for Future Learning — and Friends
Whether teaching about protons and neutrons or social, geographic 
and economic aspects of Ancient Egypt, LGS educators use academic 
instruction to help students increase their ability to maintain focus, 
organize materials, prioritize assignments, and more.  

Specialized therapists and staff also work together to assist students in 
developing coping strategies to better manage stressors that can seem 
overwhelming.

Social skills classes and extracurricular activities encourage positive 
interactions among students both during and outside of school, often 
resulting in friendships that last through high school and into adult 
life.

Most importantly, the LGS community helps students develop positive 
self-esteem and confidence to determine and pursue their personal 
goals and interests.

Afterschool Activities Encourage New Interests and Skills
Linden Grove School recognizes the value of extracurricular activities in regard to exploring personal interests and 
developing new skills. Available options include swimming, Taekwondo, LEGO™ Club, and the Dingoes scout group.
New this year: Cooking at LGS and a Human-Animal-Intervention Program through the Cincinnati Zoo.

Owen Berta, LGS Class of 2019 with Para Educator Jaime Bryant.

Interacting with animals and 
critters is always a popular activity 
at LGS, as is building with LEGO™. 
Students shown, L-R: Max Hall, 
Isaiah Cooper, AJ Humphrey.

Livy Berninger earning her Dingoes 
baking badge with group leader 
Peter Lovaas; Amiah Wilhite 
receiving a new Taekwondo belt 
while Donovan Kemp watches.
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Rachel Stanovich and Tazz Siekman talk about a social story with visuals.

Visual Supports Help Students 
Communicate and Learn
Most people with autism think in pictures. They have a hard time 
finding words to express their thoughts, so they’ll internally visualize 
pictures to help them find the appropriate words. It’s as if they have 
a virtual Rolodex of pictures in their head and as they’re speaking 
they’re referencing those images and equating them to words. 

Linden Grove School uses visual supports in a variety of ways. 

For students who are less verbal, they are provided with visuals to 
help them communicate their needs and wants while helping them to 
build their internal Rolodex. For example, they may be provided with 
images to indicate if they prefer to go out to the playground or use an 
iPad during free time.

Visuals are also used to communicate school schedules and to 
illustrate steps in a task, whether a science experiment, a writing 
assignment or a recipe for making breakfast sandwiches.

To receive your newsletter by email, contact development@lindengroveschool.org

2018-2019 Filled with Lasting Memories
From a trip to the pumpkin farm and Crazy Hat Day, to running in the 
Flying Pig and watching caterpillars metamorphose into butterflies. 
2018-2019 has been another year filled with lasting memories for LGS 
students, staff and family members. 

For more on the past year’s 
activities and events, visit
www.lindengroveschool.org and 
click on “Inside LGS.”

Above: Levi Hart shows off his Crazy Hat.

Right: David Burke rests during a field trip to a 
local pumpkin farm.

Far right: Missy and Cahill Anspaugh were 
among LGS students and family members who 
participated in Flying Pig Marathon weekend 
events.
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Summer learning 
and fun!

Week 1
K-4: Games & More Games!
4-8: LGS Representatives

Week 2
K-4: Outer Space
4-8: Baking Bananza

Week 3
K-4: Superheroes Week
4-8: Mystery Week

Week 4
K-4: All Aboard! (Trains)
4-8: STEAM Team OR
        Girls Rule, Boys Drool!

Week 5
K-4: Let Your Inner Artist Shine
4-8: Let Your Inner Artist Shine

Week 6
K-4: Ocean Week
4-8: LGS Dog Ambassadors

*Includes overnight option for 
6-8 grades

Week 7
K-4: Animal Week
4-8: Reptile Week 

Linden Grove School’s Summer Camp features fun in-
house programs or off-campus field trips related to a 
different theme each week, as well as structured learning 
activities in math, science, reading and writing. More 
important, Summer Camp experiences are led by LGS staff 
adept at encouraging social interactions and creating FUN. 
For more information visit www.lindengroveschool.org.
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